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Amanda Mushate
Nguva ine Muridzi

Ancient Greeks had two words for time Chronos, to describe time as a linear sequence of seconds, minutes, hours and days and Kairos, which addressed time as a space for events taking place. 
Turns out so did the Shona, with the concepts of Nguva and Mwaka. In fact most languages and philosophical systems around the world, historically have recognised the duality and relativity 
of human perception of time. Eventually science caught up. Time plays a very special role in Amanda Mushate’s practice. Time is a way of understanding the progress of life, as in her first solo 
exhibition - Hupenyu Hwangu Ndapedza Dzidzo – my life, end of lessons, which made a claim to her right to call herself an artist and the symbiotic relationship between being an artist, being 
alive and becoming an adult.

It is unequivocal that choosing art as a vocation, is life changing, it is equally unequivocal that most artists do not believe that making art is a choice, but rather a way of being and for them the 
only possible way of really being alive. This paradox of being an artist is also the paradox of all humans contending with free will. Are there willed actions and consequences or are they just the 
stories we tell ourselves about what happens in the space between nguve and mwaka or chronos and kairos.

Nguva ine Muridzi addresses itself very much to that question. The expression means ‘time has its owner’ which of course means that time is not independent of experience or interpretation of 
that experience, a matrix of narratives which can occupy the same space simultaneous and yet describe very different perspectives and understandings shared and unshared.

If we look at the canvases in this dramatic new body of work, this voluminous complexity is inescapable. Each work emerges as a symphonic orchestral composition with structural foundations 
built up through layers of colour some dense some translucent creating an emotional landscape, through which different melodic lines emerge to articulate a multiplicity of voices and points of 
view, with fleeting moments of figuration floating in and out of view in the same way that in life we shift our focus on people and relationships even as we share the same space and time. These 
works are not a contemplative conversation with the canvas, they are entirely immersive environments, compelling the viewer to move in and through the work, shift a perspective and feeling of 
where and how we feel, see and experience our life. 

Nguva ine Muridzi is an experience, which challenges us to stop and engage with the time of our own lives in its complex, fluctuating and dramatic beauty and to own it. It is a testament to 
personal courage of the artist and an invocation to all of us to do the same.

Valerie Kabov
©️2021



Amanda Shingirayi Mushate
Born 1995, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.
Lives and works in Harare, Zimbabwe

At just twenty-five, Mushate is establishing herself as a leading voice in contemporary Zimbabwean painting and an innovative young abstractionist 
with a growing international reputation. As a young woman and a new mother, in a male dominated field Mushate is also a role model and an 
advocate for women artists, making art and careers possible without sacrificing family. After completing her studies at the National Gallery of 
Zimbabwe Visual Arts Studio in 2016, Mushate was mentored by Gresham Tapiwa Nyaude to develop a vibrant and unique personal vision and 
modes of expression, presenting her first solo exhibition in 2018 with First Floor Gallery. Like any young person, Mushate is preoccupied with 
finding and shaping her place and path in this world, while negotiating the complexity of interpersonal relationships. Drawing her inspiration from 
music and from people around her but not wanting to be constrained by over figuration, she paints and sculpts her happiness and burdens, and the 
things that she takes time to visualize. “Art is a way for me to write about a ‘future’ for me and for all individuals for them to never be overshadowed 
by negative influences that divert us to our true purpose in life.” Mushate’s passionate, playful and mazelike canvases have been winning critical 
and international collector attention globally with works in important private collections in Cape Town, New York, Harare, London, Amsterdam and 
Paris.

Selected Recent Exhibitions

2021: Nguve ine Muridzi, solo exhibition, First Floor Gallery, Harare, Zimbabwe
2021: Mirror Mirror! - South South Veza, First Floor Gallery Harare, Harare, Zimbabwe
2020: Level Mosi-oa-tunya, First Floor Gallery, Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe
2020: African Galleries Now, African Art Galleries- Artsy Online art fair, First Floor Gallery
2020: Tomorrows/Today solo presentation, Investec Cape Town Art Fair, First Floor Gallery, Cape Town, South Africa 
2019: Emerging Painting Invitational (finalist) 2019, First Floor Gallery, Harare, Zimbabwe
2019: On A Clear Day (Amanda Mushate - Mavist Tauzeni), First Floor Gallery, Harare, Zimbabwe 
2018: Next Level, First Floor Gallery, Harare, Zimbabwe
2018: Hupenyu Hwangu Ndapedza Dzidzo (My Life-End of Lessons) solo exhibition, First Floor Gallery, Harare, Zimbabwe
2017: Young Artist Exhibition, National Gallery of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
2016: Green Shoots, National Gallery of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe



Uthando lubuza mina lawe, 2021
Oil on Canvas
174cm x 247cm



Luthando, 2021
Oil on Canvas
140cm x 250cm



Reflection, 2021
Oil on Canvas
174cm x 247cm



Tiri Pamwe - We Together, 2021
Oil on Canvas
200cm x 171cm



Masiba mbisaneni, 2021
Oil on Canvas
125cm x 120cm



Imwe Nguva Yeupenyu (Another Moment of Life), 2021
Oil on Canvas
118cm x 99cm



Uthando, 2021
Oil on Canvas
180cm x 120cm



Unowonekera chero murima, 2021
Oil on Canvas
89cm x 74cm



Hura Hwangu, Part 1, 2021
Oil on Canvas
110cm x 74cm



Vafadzana, 2021
Oil on Canvas
100cm x 80cm



Munyaradzi Wangu (My Comforter), 2021
Oil on Canvas
130cm x 96cm



Ivaiyewacho, 2021
Oil on Canvas
89cm x 74cm



Hura Hwangu, Part 2, 2021
Oil on Canvas
120cm x 100cm



Masibambisane, 2021
Oil on Canvas
150cm x 120cm



Uchazovei Nhai, 2021
Fabric Dye and Oil on Canvas
120cm x 100cm



Nguva yedu tose, 2021
Oil on Canvas
94cm x 66cm
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